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A B S T R A C T

The pressure driven rarefied gas flow through plane channels and tubes of various lengths is solved in a wide
range of the gas rarefaction parameter by implementing the implicit boundary conditions for the incoming
distributions at the capillary ends. The advantage of this formulation is the small size of the computational
domain which includes only the capillary, while the typical formulation requires the inclusion of adequately
large inlet and outlet regions to properly impose the boundary conditions far from the capillary ends. However,
by comparing the corresponding flow rates of the two formulations it has been found that the error introduced
by the implicit boundary conditions formulation may be significant and depends mostly on the dimensionless
length. The relative error for capillaries with dimensionless length equal to 10 reaches up to 20%, while for
shorter capillaries becomes unacceptably large. The range of validity of the implicit boundary conditions is
extended by introducing in the formulation the end effect theory. This way the computational cost remains
small, while the introduced error is drastically decreased. Overall, the implementation of the implicit boundary
conditions formulation must be always performed with caution, carefully considering its effect on the accuracy
of the results.

1. Introduction

Pressure driven rarefied gas flows through capillaries of arbitrary
length in the whole range of the Knudsen number are very common in
various emerging technological fields ranging from small scale devices
in microfluidics (e.g. sensors, resonators) [1–3] up to large scale gas
distribution systems operating in vacuum conditions (e.g. exhaust sys-
tems in fusion reactors and accelerators) [4–7]. The accurate simulation
of these flows is based on nonlinear kinetic modeling [8–15] and the
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo [16–19] method, where the computa-
tional domain includes the capillary as well as adequately large regions
upstream and downstream of the capillary. These inlet and outlet re-
gions are required in order to properly impose at the kinetic level the
incoming distributions at the open boundaries. The addition of these
computational domains at the two ends of the capillary, results in very
computationally intensive simulations and therefore, several alter-
native methodologies have been implemented based on the flow con-
ditions.

The infinite capillary theory [20] is an alternative methodology,
which may be introduced to accurately model fully developed flows in
long capillaries [21]. This approach starts to fail moving from long

capillaries to capillaries of moderate length. Then, the end effect
methodology may be introduced [22–24] to successfully extend the
range of validity of the infinite capillary theory. However, when the
capillary length is further reduced, modeling must be based on non-
linear kinetic model equations or the DSMC method and the compu-
tational domain must include the capillary along with the inlet and
outlet regions. The major hindering factor of both nonlinear kinetic and
DSMC simulations, as pointed above, is the large volumes of the up-
stream and downstream vessels which are orders of magnitude larger
than the volume of the capillary itself [8–19]. They are required how-
ever, in order to properly close the formulation of the problem.

Recently the so-called implicit boundary conditions have been
proposed [25–29], providing boundary expressions for the incoming
distribution directly at the capillary inlet and outlet and as a result,
eliminating the need of the large inlet and outlet vessels and decreasing
significantly the computational effort. These boundary conditions have
been extensively studied in continuum computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) in order to provide artificial boundary conditions at the far field
in unbounded flow domains [30–32]. Their formulation assumes the
flow to be locally one-dimensional, inviscid and adiabatic, although
modifications to take into account viscous effects have been also
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proposed [33]. They have been implemented with considerable success
in various cases, such as flows around objects [34].

However, as far as the authors are aware of, although the implicit
boundary conditions have been applied in rarefied gas flows in the
transition regime [25–29], there has been no detailed investigation
about their range of validity in terms of the involved geometric and
flow parameters, as well as of the associated numerical error due to the
elimination of the capillary inlet (upstream) and outlet (downstream)
regions. Some validation studies have been performed only in the slip
regime [28,35] and the solution has been compared with analytical slip
solutions based on the hydrodynamic equations. Since the implicit
boundary conditions are derived from the Euler equations describing
inviscid flow their successful implementation in rarefied flows, which
in general are characterized by low and moderate Reynolds numbers,
must be carefully examined.

In the present work, based on the computed flow rates, a compar-
ison between the typical flow setup (the one with the inlet and outlet
regions) and the corresponding one with the implicit boundary condi-
tions is performed. The comparison is performed in a wide range of the
gas rarefaction parameter for flows through capillaries (parallel plates
and tubes) of various lengths driven by small and large pressure dif-
ferences. Furthermore, the concept of coupling the implicit boundary
conditions with the end effect methodology [22–24] in order to extend
the applicability range of the implicit boundary conditions formulation
is also investigated.

2. Flow configuration and governing equations

Consider the pressure driven rarefied gas flow between two parallel
plates separated by distance H or through a tube of radius R. In both
cases the length of the capillary is L. The capillary walls are assumed to
be isothermal at reference temperature T0. The flow is characterized by
three dimensionless parameters [17,24], namely the ratio of the outlet
over the inlet pressures P P/out in, the length over the characteristic di-
mension L/ , where for the channel and the tube respectively and the
reference gas rarefaction parameter defined at the inlet conditions, as

= P
µ

.in
in

0 0 (1)

In Eq. (1), µ0 is the viscosity at reference temperature T0 and
= R T2 g0 0 is the most probable molecular speed, with Rg denoting

the gas constant. The flow is in the z direction, while the lateral di-
rections are denoted by y for the channel flow and r for the tube flow.
The macroscopic quantities to be computed include the two-component
velocity vectorU i z( , ), as well as the number density N i z( , ), pressure
P i z( , ) and temperature T i z( , ) distributions, with =i y r, . The main
quantities of practical interest are the mass flows rates Mc and Mt for
the channel and tube flows respectively.

The kinetic formulation of the channel and tube flow problems are
well described in Refs. [16,18,19] and therefore, here, only the key
issues related to the scope of the present work are provided. The fol-
lowing dimensionless quantities are defined:

= = = = = = =u Uy y r r z z n N
N

p P
P

T
T

, , , , , ,
in in0 0 (2)

Here, y z( , ) and r z( , ) are the physical space coordinates for the
channel and the tube respectively (z denotes the flow direction),

=u i z u i z u i z( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )]i z , n i z( , ), p i z( , ) and i z( , ) are the di-
mensionless macroscopic velocity, number density, pressure and tem-
perature respectively, with =i y r, , while =N P k T/( )in in B 0 is the number
density at inlet conditions with kB being the Boltzmann constant.

The computational domains with the coordinate system and its origin
for the typical flow configuration and the one with the implicit boundary
conditions are shown in Fig. 1. In the former one the computational
domain includes the capillary region (A) plus the inlet and outlet regions
denoted by (B) and (C) respectively. The inlet and outlet boundary

conditions are imposed far from the capillary ends along the dotted lines.
In the latter one the computational domain includes only the capillary
region (A) and the boundary conditions are imposed at the capillary ends
along the dashed lines. The detailed formulation and description of the
conditions at the open boundaries is given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

In both flow configurations (with and without the inlet and outlet
regions) the governing equations are identical. The BGK kinetic model
is applied since in spite of its simplicity it has been proven to be ac-
curate in the case of pressure driven flows [8,10,12,15]. The gas is
assumed to be monatomic going through hard sphere collisions with the
viscosity varying as =µ µ T T/0 0 . Simulations are independent of the
molecular mass and apply for any monatomic gas.

The channel flow is described by the following coupled set of in-
tegrodifferential equations [12]

+ =

+ =

y z
n

y z
n

( ),

( )

y z in
M

y z in
M

(3)

where = y z( , , , )y z and = y z( , , , )y z are the unknown re-
duced distribution functions, with ( , )y z denoting the two components
of the molecular velocity vector, while

= +

= +

n u u
n u u

exp [ (( ) ( ) )/ ],
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are the equilibrium distribution functions. The macroscopic quantities
are given by the following moments of the reduced distribution func-
tions as
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while the pressure is taken from the equation of state
=p y z n y z y z( , ) ( , ) ( , ).

The tube flow is described by the following integrodifferential
equation [12].

+ =g
r r

g g
z

n g gcos
sin

( )p
p

z in
M

(6)

where =g g r z( , , , , )p z is the unknown distribution function, with
( , , )p z denoting the three components of the molecular velocity
vector in cylindrical coordinates, while

= + +g n u u
( )

exp[ (( cos ) ( sin ) ( ) )/ ]M
p r p z z3/2

2 2 2
(7)

is the equilibrium distribution. The macroscopic quantities are given by
the moments of the distribution as

=
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Once the macroscopic distributions are computed, the
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dimensionless flow rates for the channel and the tube flow problems are
given by

= =W M
H P

nu dy
2 /

2 ,c
c

in
z2

0 0

1/2

(9)

and

= =W M
R P

nu rdr
/

4 ,t
t

in
z2

0 0

1

(10)

respectively. The flow rates remain constant at any cross section along
the capillary. Here, the computation is made at the capillary center
( =z 0). The dimensionless flow rate is used as the main quantity in
order to estimate the deviation of the implicit boundary formulation
from the typical formulation and judge the accuracy of the former one.
The relative difference (error) is defined as

= ×e W W
W

100%,i
implicit i

implicit
i
typical

i
typical (11)

whereWi
typical andWi

implicit are the dimensionless flow rates of the typical
and implicit boundary formulations respectively with =i c for the
channel and =i t for the tube flows.

3. Boundary conditions (symmetry axis, wall, open inlet, open
outlet)

Proper closing of the channel and tube flow problems in both the
typical formulation and the one with the implicit boundaries, require
imposing boundary conditions a) along the symmetry axis, b) at the
wall boundaries and c) at the open boundaries. Specular boundary
conditions are applied, due to symmetry, at the axes ( =y 0; =r 0) and
diffuse boundary conditions at the capillary walls ( =y H/2; =r R).
Also, the typical formulation includes diffuse boundary conditions at
the lateral vessel walls next to the capillary ends ( =z L/2 with
y r L, [ , ]in and =z L/2 with y r L, [ , ]out ). The specular and
diffuse wall boundary conditions are well known and described in
previous works [12,17–19].

Finally, the open boundary conditions, which are of major im-
portance in the present work are provided for the typical flow config-
uration with the inlet and outlet regions as well as for the flow con-
figuration with the implicit boundary conditions imposed at the
capillary ends in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

3.1. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions in the typical flow configuration

The computational domain in the typical flow configuration, as
shown in Fig. 1, consists of the capillary region (A) and the inlet and
outlet regions (B) and (C) respectively. Therefore, the incoming dis-
tributions along the dotted lines must be defined. Following common

practice it is assumed that the incoming distributions are Maxwellians
with zero bulk velocity [12,17–19] characterized by the given inlet and
outlet pressure and reference temperature. This is theoretically justified
by taking the size of the inlet and outlet vessels adequately large and
applying the open boundary conditions in a region where the gas is at
rest far enough from the capillary ends. In the present work these
conditions are fulfilled by taking = =L H L H/ / 20in out for the channel
and = =L R L R/ / 15in out for the tube flow configurations. Then, the
boundary conditions at the fictional boundaries of the inlet and outlet
vessels in the typical flow setup become as follows [12]:

• Channel flow:
Upstream vessel:

= =+ +1 exp [ ], 1
2

exp [ ]u y z u y z
2 2 2 2

(12)

Downstream vessel:

= =+ +P P P P/ exp [ ], /
2

exp [ ]d
out in

y z d
out in

y z
2 2 2 2

(13)

• Tube flow:
Upstream vessel:

=+g 1 expu p z3/2
2 2

(14)

Downstream vessel:

=+g P P/ expd
out in

p z3/2
2 2

(15)

Τhe subscripts u( ) and d( ) refer to the boundary conditions at the
upstream and downstream vessels respectively, while the superscript
(+) always refers to incoming distributions.

The governing equations (3)–(5) with the boundary conditions
(12–13) are numerically solved to compute the flow rateWc

typical for the
channel flow. Similarly the governing equations (6)–(8) with the
boundary conditions (14–15) are numerically solved to compute the
flow rate Wt

typical for the tube flow. The solution of the in-
tegrodifferential equations is performed by the well-known discrete
velocity method. It is noted that the channel flow problem is four-di-
mensional (2D in the physical space plus 2D in the velocity space),
while the tube flow problem is five-dimensional (2D in the physical
space and 3D in the velocity space) and therefore, the latter one is much
more computational demanding. Since these typical flow set ups are
used as benchmarks, the flow rates are recalculated and tabulated in
Table 1 for various pressure ratios P P/out in and capillary lengths L/ ,
with = H R, , in a wide range of the reference gas rarefaction

Fig. 1. View of the computational domains with the coordinate system and its origin for the typical flow configuration (regions (A), (B) and (C)) and the one with the
implicit boundary conditions (only region (A)), with = H/2 or R for the channel and tube respectively.
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parameter in.

3.2. Implicit boundary conditions applied at the two ends of the capillary

The computational domain in the flow configuration with implicit
boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 1, consists only of the capillary
region (A). Now, the incoming distributions at the capillary ends, lo-
cated at = ± = ±z L l/(2 ) along the dashed lines, must be defined. It is
assumed that the incoming distributions are local Maxwellians, where
the parameters of the Maxwellian distributions are obtained following
the characteristic theory which has been implemented in classical CFD
simulations in unbounded flow domains [30–32] assuming locally one-
dimensional, inviscid and adiabatic flow. More specifically, the in-
coming distributions at the inlet and outlet of the channel and the tube
are as follows:

• Channel flow:
= ++ l y n y

y
u y u y

y

( , , , ) ( )
( )

exp [ (( ( )) ( ( )) )

/ ( )],

in z y
in

in
y y in z z in

in

,
2

,
2

(16)

= ++ l y n y u y u y y( , , , ) ( )
2

exp[ (( ( )) ( ( )) )/ ( )]in z y
in

y y in z z in in,
2

,
2

= ++ l y n y
y

u y u y

y

( , , , ) ( )
( )

exp [ (( ( )) ( ( )) )

/ ( )],

out z y
out

out
y y out z z out

out

,
2

,
2
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,
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with the following parameters [27]
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• Tube flow:
=
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Again, the superscript (+) always refers to incoming distributions,
while is denoting the ratio of specific heats that is equal to 5/3 for a
monatomic gas. The macroscopic quantities of velocity, density, pres-
sure and temperature at the right hand side of Eqs. (18), (19), (22) and
(23) are those calculated via the moments of the reduced distribution
functions of the previous iteration at each boundary node according to
Eqs. (5) and (8). Therefore, the input parameters in the Maxwellian
expressions, Eqs. (16), (17), (20) and (21), differ at each boundary node
and are calculated in each iteration. The detailed derivation of the
expressions for all parameters is given in the Appendix.

The governing equations (3)–(5) with the boundary conditions
(16–19) and the governing equations (6)–(8) with the boundary con-
ditions (20–23) are numerically solved to compute the flow rateWc

implicit

for the channel flow and Wt
implicit for the tube flow. As in the typical

configuration, a DVM scheme is used for the solution of the involved
equations. It is obvious, due to the small size of the computational
domain, that the computational effort is greatly decreased compared to
the corresponding one for the typical flow configuration. For example,
in a channel with =L H/ 20 the dimensionless computational area when
the implicit boundary conditions are introduced is equal to 10 (con-
sidering the symmetry condition). On the contrary, for the same
channel when the typical approach is applied the dimensionless com-
putational area is × + =2(10 20) 10 410 (inlet plus outlet vessels plus

Table 1
Dimensionless flow rate for channel and tube flows based on the typical for-
mulation.

Wc
typical Wt

typical

=L H/ 1 =L R/ 1

Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in

1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 0.202 0.258 0.292 0.1 0.713 0.788 0.931 1.06
0.5 0.121 0.184 0.239 0.5 0.428 0.505 0.692 0.888
0.9 0.0254 0.0431 0.0633 0.9 0.0908 0.112 0.170 0.264

=L H/ 5 =L R/ 5
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 0.0926 0.111 0.1359 0.1 0.312 0.341 0.423 0.537
0.5 0.0529 0.0708 0.0945 0.5 0.182 0.207 0.280 0.398
0.9 0.0108 0.0156 0.0220 0.9 0.0378 0.0444 0.0641 0.0976

=L H/ 10 =L R/ 10
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 0.0562 0.0646 0.0798 0.1 0.185 0.200 0.249 0.328
0.5 0.0315 0.0398 0.0528 0.5 0.106 0.119 0.160 0.229
0.9 0.00635 0.00870 0.0121 0.9 0.0219 0.0253 0.0359 0.0543

=L H/ 20 =L R/ 20
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 0.0317 0.0351 0.0433 0.1 0.0999 0.107 0.134 0.181
0.5 0.0174 0.0212 0.0280 0.5 0.0569 0.0632 0.0844 0.122
0.9 0.00348 0.00460 0.00637 0.9 0.0117 0.0134 0.0189 0.0286
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channel). Therefore, in the former compared to the latter case the CPU
time reduction is at least one order of magnitude. However, the im-
plementation of the implicit boundary conditions is not theoretically
justified, since the assumptions that the flow at the capillary ends may
be approximated by local Maxwellians as well as that the parameters of
the Maxwellians are estimated based on Euler equations describing
inviscid and adiabatic flow are, in general, not valid. In the next section
a comparison between the flow rates obtained by the typical flow
configuration and the one with the implicit boundary conditions is
presented.

4. Results and discussion

The validity of the implicit boundary conditions is computationally
investigated by comparing the computed flow rates for the channel and
tube flow problems with the corresponding ones obtained by the typical
formulation. This comparison takes place in Section 4.1. Furthermore,
in Section 4.2 the end effect theory [22,23] is implemented along with
the implicit boundary conditions formulation and a comparison with
the typical formulation is also performed.

The values of the three parameters characterizing the flow, con-
sidered in the computational investigation, are as follows:

• Channel flow:
=P P/ [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]out in , = [1,5,10]in , =L H/ [1,2,5,10,20]

• Tube flow: =P P/ [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]out in , = [1,2,5,10]in , =L R/ [1,5,10,20]

This set of parameter values allows a complete comparison for flows
in the transition and slip regimes through short up to long capillaries
driven by small, moderate and large pressure differences.

4.1. Comparison between the flow rates of the typical and the implicit
boundary conditions formulations

The relative difference ei
implicit, defined by Eq. (11), between the flow

rate of the typical formulation and the corresponding one of the for-
mulation with the implicit boundary conditions are tabulated in Table 2
for both channel ( =i c) and tube ( =i t) flows with

=P P/ [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]out in , = [1,5,10]in , =L/ [1,5,10,20], = H R, . The
relative difference (error) depends strongly on the dimensionless length
L/ , which is the most important parameter affecting the error. It is
clearly observed that as L/ is increased the error is decreased. It is also
seen that the relative errors of the flow rates based on the formulation
with the implicit boundary conditions are for =L/ 1 larger than 40%
(even up to 100% and 200%), for =L/ 5 from 20 to 40%, for =L/ 10
from 10 to 20% and for =L/ 20 less or about 10%. The pressure ratio
P P/out in has a strong effect on the error in capillaries with L/ 5, while
it becomes less significant in long capillaries. For short capillaries, the
error generally increases as the pressure ratio increases. For longer
capillaries where the pressure ratio effect quickly diminishes, the error
can either increase or decrease with the pressure ratio. Finally, the error
weakly depends on the reference rarefaction parameter in. At any di-
mensionless length it is decreased as in is increased. The error behavior
in terms of all three parameters is easily justified since as L/ and in are
increased and P P/out in is decreased, end effects are not as pronounced,
while the flow is characterized by larger Reynolds numbers, which are
in accordance to the theoretical basis of the implicit boundary condi-
tions. Based on the above, it may be stated that considering as accep-
table an error of 20%, the formulation with the implicit boundary
conditions may be implemented only to capillaries with L/ 10.
Furthermore, since the difference is positive in all cases it is deduced
that the formulation with the implicit boundary conditions always
overestimates the flow rate compared to the typical one.

A more compact picture of the error dependency on all parameters
is provided in Fig. 2, where the relative error ec t

implicit
, is plotted in terms

of the quantity = L P P( / )( / )in in , where =P P Pin out . It is

observed that for =L/ 20 the dependency of the error on the quantity
remains almost constant, while as L/ is reduced the error starts

gradually to decrease as is increased. This trend simply indicates that
as L/ is reduced the effect of in and P on the error becomes more
important, which is in accordance to the tabulated results in Table 2.
Overall, it may be stated that the performance of the implicit boundary
condition approach in rarefied gas flows is not as good as the one ob-
served in continuum [30–33] and slip [25–29] gas flows.

4.2. Comparison between the flow rates of the typical and the implicit
boundary conditions plus the end effect correction formulations

Based on the effective length concept, an end effect correction
methodology has been recently proposed to extend the range of validity
of the infinite capillary theory describing fully developed flows through
long capillaries to capillaries of moderate length [22–24]. The actual
length L/ of the capillary is increased at its two ends by the length
increments L /in and L /out , which are independent of the capillary
length and solely depend on the inlet and outlet gas rarefaction para-
meters in and out respectively, with = P P/out in out in. The length in-
crements L/ have been tabulated in terms of the gas rarefaction
parameter for channel flow in Ref. [22] and for tube flow in Ref. [23].
They are also provided here, in Table 3 for completeness purposes. In
general, the length increment decreases as increases approaching a
constant value as . At the other end, as 0 the length incre-
ment L/ . This methodology has been applied to fully developed
flows with remarkable success even for relatively short capillaries
( =L/ 5) and the interested reader may refer for all the details in Refs.
[22–24].

Here, it is proposed to implement the implicit boundary conditions
coupled with the end effect methodology. The computational domain,

Table 2
Relative (%) difference (error) of the flow rates between the typical and the
implicit boundary formulations for channel and tube flows.

ec
implicit et

implicit

=L H/ 1 =L R/ 1

Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in

1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 77.78 50.43 42.38 0.1 90.94 77.27 58.14 46.12
0.5 149.31 86.62 59.48 0.5 171.20 140.98 91.82 61.17
0.9 194.80 138.58 115.78 0.9 232.48 205.58 167.12 124.99

=L H/ 5 =L R/ 5
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 27.70 18.12 14.89 0.1 27.09 23.93 19.69 17.77
0.5 40.09 26.65 22.02 0.5 38.17 34.03 29.11 24.27
0.9 39.84 26.83 23.69 0.9 38.61 34.18 29.92 27.53

=L H/ 10 =L R/ 10
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 17.65 11.92 9.70 0.1 15.17 13.58 11.46 10.53
0.5 21.09 14.07 12.09 0.5 18.69 16.37 14.11 13.12
0.9 20.19 13.16 11.97 0.9 18.11 15.80 14.14 13.31

=L H/ 20 =L R/ 20
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 10.60 7.33 6.09 0.1 10.10 8.97 7.52 6.66
0.5 10.84 7.21 6.29 0.5 10.61 9.34 8.07 7.19
0.9 10.11 6.73 6.09 0.9 10.00 8.78 7.57 6.92
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the governing equations and the boundary conditions remain the same
as described in Sections 2 and 3 for the formulation with the implicit
boundary conditions and the only difference is the length of the ca-
pillary which now is extended by adding to its actual length L/ the two
increments L /in and L /out , obtained from Table 3, according to the
corresponding in and out .

The relative difference between the flow rates of the proposed
methodology (implicit boundaries plus end effect) and the corre-
sponding ones of the typical formulation, defined as

= ×+
+

e W W
W

100%,i
implicit EE i

implicit EE
i
typical

i
typical (24)

is tabulated in Table 4, for both channel ( =i c) and tube ( =i t) flows
with =P P/ [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]out in , = [1,5,10]in and =L/ [1,5,10,20],

= H R, . It is clearly observed that, compared to Table 2, the in-
troduced error has been significantly reduced in all cases. Now, the
relative error of the flow rates based on the formulation with the im-
plicit boundary conditions plus the end effect correction are for

=L/ 1, 5, 10 and 20 less or about 40%, 20%, 10% and 5% respec-
tively. The error trend with regard to L/ remains the same, i.e., it is
always decreased as L/ is increased. With regard to in and P P/out in,
when either of these quantities is small (i.e. = 1in or =P P/ 0.1out in ) the
error is steadily decreased as the other quantity is increased. For
moderate and large values of in and P P/out in (i.e. > 1in and

>P P/ 0.1out in ) the error takes small values (less than 5%) and in that
case, as these quantities are increased the error does not have a
monotonic behavior. Although not shown in Table 4, where the abso-
lute values are tabulated, it is noted that the error without the absolute
value, in most cases, is negative, while for large in and P P/out in becomes
positive. The behavior with respect to P P/out in is attributed to the end
effect correction that is formulated based on small pressure gradients.

The relative difference (error) +ei
implicit EE, =i c t, , is also plotted in

Fig. 3 in terms of the quantity = L P P( / )( / )in in . It is observed that
the relative errors are much smaller compared to the formulation with
the implicit boundary conditions without the end effect correction

Fig. 2. Relative difference (error) of the flow rates between the typical approach and the one with implicit boundary conditions in terms of L P P( / )( / )in in for the
channel (left) and tube (right) flows.

Table 3
Length increment in terms of the rarefaction parameter based on the end effect theory for channel [22] and tube [23] flows.

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 6 8 10

L H/ 2.45 2.15 1.55 1.05 0.827 0.654 0.574 0.556
L R/ 1.52 1.33 1.16 1.07 1.01 0.964 0.841 0.735 0.704 0.688 0.682

Table 4
Relative (%) difference (error) of the flow rates between the typical and the
implicit boundary plus the end effect correction formulations for the channel
and tube flows.

+ec
implicit EE +et

implicit EE

=L H/ 1 =L R/ 1

Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in

1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 36.02 25.87 14.53 0.1 25.13 22.59 15.43 8.39
0.5 14.16 4.01 1.72 0.5 5.75 2.90 1.38 1.08
0.9 6.56 2.96 2.77 0.9 2.07 1.24 5.14 0.66

=L H/ 5 =L R/ 5
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 17.56 11.92 8.04 0.1 11.06 9.97 7.54 4.69
0.5 4.90 0.48 0.10 0.5 2.62 1.45 0.02 0.54
0.9 1.93 0.92 0.95 0.9 1.71 0.70 0.85 0.77

=L H/ 10 =L R/ 10
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 10.08 6.05 4.10 0.1 6.64 5.81 4.34 2.98
0.5 2.8 0.01 0.28 0.5 1.93 1.46 0.77 0.45
0.9 1.09 0.30 0.56 0.9 1.78 1.29 0.10 0.88

=L H/ 20 =L R/ 20
Pout
Pin

in Pout
Pin

in
1 5 10 1 2 5 10

0.1 5.01 2.53 1.53 0.1 1.79 1.55 1.10 0.87
0.5 1.44 0.08 0.21 0.5 0.15 0.32 0.53 0.22
0.9 0.71 0.24 0.31 0.9 0.01 0.26 0.51 0.10
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(Fig. 2). In fact now the error remains <15% for almost all cases with
=L/ 5,10,20.
Based on the above it is seen that adding the end effect correction to

the formulation with the implicit boundary conditions greatly increases
the range of its applicability with regard to the three parameters gov-
erning the pressure driven rarefied gas flow through channels and
tubes. It should be stated however, that this improvement is mainly
contributed to the effectiveness of the end effect theory. It is noted that,
in general, in the same range of parameters, the accuracy of the mass
flow rate results obtained by the implicit boundary conditions plus the
end correction approach is very close to the one obtained by the infinite
capillary theory with the end effect correction [24]. The implementa-
tion of the former approach compared to the latter one is much more
computationally demanding. However, it may be applied in flow con-
figurations, where the assumptions of the infinite capillary theory are
not valid, i.e. in non fully developed and non-isothermal flows.

5. Concluding remarks

The range of validity of the so-called implicit boundary conditions
[25–29] has been computationally investigated by simulating the
pressure driven rarefied gas flow through capillaries. More specifically,
the gas flow through a plane channel and a tube has been solved in a
wide range of the three parameters characterizing the flow, namely the
ratio of the outlet over the inlet pressure P P/out in, the dimensionless
length L/ and the reference gas rarefaction parameter at the inlet in,
by imposing the implicit boundary conditions for the incoming dis-
tributions at the capillary ends.

The computed flow rates have been compared to the corresponding
ones obtained based in the so-called typical formulation, i.e., by in-
cluding in the computational domain adequately large inlet and outlet
regions and properly imposing the boundary conditions far from the
capillary ends. It is evident that the motivation of the implicit boundary
conditions formulation is to significantly reduce the computational ef-
fort due to the reduced size of the computational domain which in-
cludes only the capillary. It has been found however that the implicit
boundary formulation may introduce significant discrepancies. In
general, the introduced error is increased as L/ and in are decreased

since end effects become more important, as well as P P/out in is increased
( P is decreased) and the flow speed is reduced. The dimensionless
length is the most important parameter. The introduced relative error is
for =L/ 20 and 10 less or about 10% and 20% respectively, while for

<L/ 10 becomes unacceptably large. These findings are justified by
the fact that the derivation of the implicit boundary conditions is based
on the method of characteristics assuming one-dimensional, inviscid
and adiabatic flow.

Furthermore, the range of validity of the implicit boundary condi-
tions is extended by introducing in the formulation the end effect
theory [22–24], where the actual capillary length has been increased to
include the correction due to the end effects at the two capillary ends.
This way the computational domain does not require the computa-
tionally costly addition of the inlet and outlet regions and the overall
computational cost remains small, while the introduced error in the
flow rates is less than 15% for L/ 5. This significant improvement is
due to the effectiveness of the end effect theory, which as it has been
demonstrated performs exceptionally well even in flows through short
capillaries. When the infinite capillary and the implicit boundary con-
dition approaches are both coupled with end effects, they are valid
approximately in the same range of parameters, with the latter one
requiring more computational time but being able to simulate phe-
nomena beyond the fully developed flow limit. It is hoped that the
present work may serve as a guideline in the implementation of the
implicit boundary conditions formulation, which must be always per-
formed with caution, considering the effect on the accuracy of the re-
sults.
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Fig. 3. Relative difference (error) of the flow rates between the typical approach and the one with implicit boundary conditions plus the end effect correction in terms
of L P P( / )( / )in in for the channel (left) and tube (right) flows.
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Appendix. Formulation of the implicit boundary conditions

The one-dimensional characteristic form of the Euler equations is [36].

= ±dU
a

d
(A1)

whereU is the velocity in the characteristic direction, is the gas mass density and = =a RT dP d/ is the local speed of sound, with P denoting
the pressure. Equation (A1) can be re-written as

= ±dU
a

dP
a2 (A2)

where the definition of the speed of sound has been used. Introducing the dimensionless variables of Eq. (2), as well as = P P/ /in in into Eq. (A2)
yields

= ±du dp
n 2

.
(A3)

In Eq. (A3) the plus sign corresponds to a forward moving wave, i.e., a wave that moves in the positive direction along the characteristic line and
the minus sign in the opposite direction. In both cases z is the characteristic direction. Thus, the plus sign denotes a wave entering from the capillary
inlet at =z L/(2 ), while the minus sign denotes a wave entering from the capillary outlet at =z L/(2 ).

For some arbitrary node j, across the two ends of the capillary, Eq. (A3) can be written as =u uj in j
p p
n, 2
j in j

j j

, for the inlet and

=u uout j j
p p
n, 2
out j j

j j

, for the outlet. Re-arranging the terms and substituting =p 1in and =p P P/out out in the boundary conditions for the inlet and
outlet velocities are found to be

= +u u
p

n
1

2in j j
j

j j
,

(A4)

and

= +u u
p P P

n
/

2out j j
j out in

j j
,

(A5)

respectively.
For the number density and temperature at the inlet, the reference values are taken

= =n 1 and 1.in j in j, , (A6)

Furthermore, the definition of the speed of sound, using the dimensionless variables of Eq. (2), becomes =dn dp/( ). Then, for some arbitrary
node j at the capillary outlet it becomes =n nout j j

p p
,

out j j
j

, and re-arranging the terms the boundary conditions for the number density at the
capillary outlet is found to be

= +n n
P P p/

.out j j
out in j

j
,

(A7)

Finally, the temperature at the outlet is given by the equation of state

= P P
n

/ .out j
out in

out j
,

, (A8)

Two sets of equations are formed giving the boundary condition parameters. Equations (A4) and (A6) are applied at the inlet and (A5), (A7) and
(A8) at the outlet.
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